To identify the 3-digit code words stored under the Point and Press programming method, follow these steps:

1. Press [TV], then [SEL] button until the TV button illuminates.

Example [TV]. The [TV] button will blink twice for each digit of the code number, with a 3-second interval between each digit of the code.

Example: For code word 130, the buttons will blink 1 time, then 3 times, then 5 times.

To identify the 4-digit code word, press [VCR], [VCR], then [SEL] button until the [VCR] button illuminates.

Example: A code word 1230, press [VCR], press [VCR], press [VCR], then [SEL] button until the [VCR] button illuminates.

To identify the 5-digit code word, press [VCR], [VCR], press [VCR], press [VCR], then [SEL] button until the [VCR] button illuminates.

All SmartPhone

Once you have programmed the remote to operate your electronic devices, you can press the [ALL SmartPhone] button to turn on or off all electronic devices and stop or turn your TV to be in the correct output channel.

Programming the [ALL SmartPhone]

1. Press [ALL] then [SET/DIRECT] button until the [ALL SmartPhone] button illuminates.
2. Enter one of the following keys on the keypad of the remote to activate the desired output channel:
   - [1] to turn on/off CBL + TV (default setting)
   - [2] to turn on/off CBL + TV to output Channel 3
   - [3] to turn on/off CBL + TV to output Channel 4
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